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          Research Note 

EFFICIENCY OF FISH MARKETING AT BHUBANESHWAR CITY OF 
ORISSA (INDIA) : SOME POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

 

R. S. Shrivastava 

M. Ranadhir 

ABSTRACT 
      This paper examines the efficiency of fish marketing at Bhubaneswar city. A sample of 5 
wholesalers, 5 commission agents and 40 retailers were taken for primary data collection on.prices of fish and 
marketing costs. The channel III shows that 85 percent of the demand for fish was met by fish producers of 
Andhra Pradesh. The producers' share in consumers rupee was highest for local producers and lowest for non 
local producers. The largest component of price spread and net margin was attributed to retailers followed by 
wholesalers and commission agents. The net income of non local producers-cum-wholesalers was found to be 
highest because they handle larger quantity of fish. Also, the return to one rupee investment was recorded to be 
more than 100 percent. There exists a scope of earning super normal profit by intermediaries because market 
was not perfectly competitive. It is recommended that government should formulate suitable aqua price policy 
for eliminating imperfection from the market. 

1. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
      The efficient marketing system is one of the most important factor for rapid growth of the 
fish farming sector. Technological breakthrough in the field of Aquaculture have resulted 
in heavy investment by private entrepreneurs for establishing big Aqua farms. It is the 
beginning of story of blue revolution in India. The blue revolution differs to the green 
revolution in the sense that the technologies in aquaculture are highly scale specific. It is 
because of this reason modern fish farming could not be taken by large number of fish 
farmers in many of the states where the blue revolution is more pronounced. The 
establishment of big Aquafarms in few numbers has made fish farming sector to 
resemble with the Industry. But at the same time, since fish production is a biological 
process, it inherits many characteristics of agriculture. Therefore, the combined effect of 
these two phenomena might have affected structure and performance of fish markets in 
India. Many of the studies on agricultural product marketing observed to be perfectly 
competitive (Acharya et al., 1978). As economic theory advocates, 
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efficiency of marketing depends purely on nature of competition in the market. If a market is 
competitive, agencies in the channel of marketing will not gain super normal profit. It will 
ultimately ensure maximisation of profit of fish producers on one hand and consumer' 
satisfaction on the other. A very scanty literatures are available on structure and performance of 
fish markets. For example, study conducted by Srivastava et al., (1990) examined the 
marketing channels and market margins and marketing costs for different agencies operating in the 
market. They found that farmers' shares in consumers rupees ranged from 28 to 60 percent for 
non local producers and 88 percent for local. But Aquaculture development in recent years might 
have changed the whole of the shape of fish marketing. These changes are needed to be 
examined. Furthermore, the above mentioned studies do not focus in depth the causes and 
magnitude of inefficiencies and nature of competition in the market. These two issues are key 
factors, the investigation of which may prove highly useful in formulating aqua price policies for 
strengthening and improving the efficiency of fish marketing in India. More specifically, the 
present paper aims to examine marketing channels, price spread, market margins and 
marketing costs of different agencies, and nature of competition prevailing in the market. 
Analytical framework for this study is discussed in section 2. Results are presented in section 3. 
Concluding remarks are made in the last section. 

2. ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK  

Sampling design and data 

The wholesale fish market at Bhubaneswar city is one of the most leading market in 
Orissa. There are 40 commission agents who are the main link between wholesalers and 
retailers. Through personal interview, it was found that around 16 wholesalers and more than 
800 retailers were operating in the market. The wholesale market is a transaction point solely for 
the fish production in Andhra Pradesh. The retailers were comprised of either selling the local 
fish or fish imported from A. P. Samples were drawn as 5 percent of the total population 
subject to minimum of 5.  Thus, the total sample size was 50 comprising of wholesalers, 
commission agents and retailers as 5, 5 and 40 respectively. 
 
The primary data on prices received and paid by sample intermediaries for different species of fish 
were collected with the help of well designed questionnaire on a 10 randomly selected days for 
the year, 1995. The data collection for each day was distribution over 10 months of the 
mentioned year. Following this procedure, a day for data collection in particular month was 
chosen on random basis. This enabled to capture the variation around the year. The 
information regarding mode and cost of transportation, cost of loading and unloading and other 
labour charges, sales tax and octroi for fish brought by wholesalers of A. P., method of 
storage, quality and price of ice used for storage purpose, local Rixavan charges, rate of 
commission charged by commission agents, quantity of fish handled each day, amount of 
investment on the day and wastages if any, were also recorded. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 


